Bring the Seabrook High School spirit to your place with your choice of ceramic masterpiece.

MATERIALS

- Large Heart Plate (A)
- Tall Pitcher Vase (B)
- Rimmed Dinner Plate (C)

- Project A
  Scissors, Contact Paper, Pen, Bubble Wrap, Fan Brush, Detail Brush

- Project B
  Tracing Paper, Masking Tape, Pen, Med Flat Brush, Small Flat Brush, Detail Brush, Turn Table

- Project C
  Tracing Paper, Pen, Scissors, Med Flat Brush, Small Round Brush • Detail Brush

  • Colors: 7, 66, 27, 29, 31, 67

TIPS

- A
    Cover the entire background with color before removing contact paper masking.

- B
    Use a strip of masking tape on each side of each black stripe.

- C
    Trace the letters by pressing through the paper template over painted background. The underglaze should be dry, but still soft enough for a pen to leave indents.
1. Carefully cut out the letter S from the template sheet, place it on top of contact paper and trace it with a pen and cut it out again. Use the inner blades, not the tips of the scissors.

2. Adhere the sticker in the center of the heart plate as shown in the sample image.

3. Squeeze some pink #7 in three different parts of the plate, and use a sponge to spread the paint around those areas.

4. Squeeze some light green #27 in remaining areas of the plate, and use clean side of the sponge to cover these areas with green.

5. Use a fan brush to apply pink paints #7 and #66 to a section of bubble wrap. Then press the painted bubble wrap onto the pink areas of the plate.

6. Repeat this process over green areas using medium green #29.

7. Remove the masking to reveal the white letter S in the center of the plate.

8. Use a pen to mark the pink part of the letter as shown in the sample photo.

9. Use a detail brush to fill in the middle part of the letter leaving a clean white border around the edges.

10. Add shadows using deeper pink #66 and green #29. See the sample photo for color placement.

11. Sponge the edges of the plate with black #31.
INSTRUCTIONS (B)

1. Cut out the “GO TEAM” strip from the template sheet and tape it onto the front of the pitcher.

2. Insert a piece of tracing paper under the template and trace the letters with a pen. Make sure to also mark the angled edges of the strip before removing the template paper.

3. Copy the angled edges of the strip along the back of the pitcher where the handle is. This will define the left and right sides of the pitcher. Mark the top and bottom of the sides. Use a turn table a.k.a. “Lazy Suzan” to rotate the pitcher as you work on it and make this project much easier.

4. Paint the sides of the pitcher: green # 27 on the left and pink # 7 on the right. Apply 2 coats using a medium flat brush. Clean brush well between colors, or use a new brush.

5. Add dot patterns to the sides as shown in the sample image. Use a back of a brush dipped in color to make each dot.

6. Color in the letters on the front using a small round brush. Paint the left side of each letter pink and the right side green as shown.

7. Use a detail brush to outline each letter in black # 31. Make the lines thicker on the right side of each letter.

8. Use masking tape to block out the 1/4” thick border lines framing all the sections of the pitcher. Tape around each line and color it in with black # 31. Use a small flat brush. Work on horizontal lines first, then work on vertical lines. Apply at least two coats of black to each border line and remove masking tape as soon as each line is painted.

Now the pitcher should look a lot like a cheer leader’s megaphone!
INSTRUCTIONS (C)

1. Trace the shrimp image in the center of the rimmed dinner plate. Cut around the circle and the gloves. Tape the template in place. Slide some tracing paper under the template, and trace the outlines with a pen. Check your progress as you go making sure the entire image is transferred onto the plate.

2. Color in the shrimp using a small round brush. Paint the body with pink #7. Apply three coats for solid coverage. Avoid the white highlight areas, the eyes and the mouth.

3. Add deeper pink shadows using #66. See sample image for positioning.

4. Paint the rim of the plate green #27. Apply 3 coats using a medium flat brush.

5. Fill in the gloves with the same color.

6. Cut out the top and the bottom rim lettering to be positioned and traced. Follow the curves of the words leaving even paper borders around the letters.

7. Place the top curve in position above the shrimp. Hold the paper down with one hand and trace the letters with the other hand. Use moderate pressure with a pen leaving clearly visible indentations in the background color of the painted trim.

8. Use the same tracing technique on the lower rim. The paint should be dry enough not to stick to the paper, but soft enough to show the marks of the pen pressed over paper.

9. Use a detail brush to outline everything in black #31 - The letters, the shrimp and his gloves, and the circles of the inner and the outer rims.

Note: Reposition the plate as needed for best results with outlining.

10. Add white highlights to the gloves using a small round brush and #67.